Today’s world has
more risk than ever.
Today’s G4S has
more ways to
protect you.

G4S secures your people, property and assets
by understanding and mitigating security risk.
We offer a suite of products and services –
including risk consulting and investigations, systems
integration, security software and technology,
and security professionals – that align to deliver
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innovative, essential and scalable solutions that
span your entire operation.

Although each G4S solution is market leading
on its own, we can combine our offerings to
provide a comprehensive customer experience
that delivers real, sustained and measurable value.

Business risks are an unavoidable reality. G4S helps

Risks come in all
shapes and sizes.
Be ready for any
and all of them.

you implement integrated strategies focused on
reducing risk, increasing revenue and expanding
profitability. We provide access to unparalleled
industry knowledge backed by customized
business models and extensive global resources.

G4S offers a variety

Risk Consulting

of corporate risk services:

Whether operating in an office facility, manufacturing plant or multiple

• Background/Employment Screening

international locations, G4S helps protect your assets and safeguards

• Intelligence Support & Management

your company’s future. By positioning risk management at the forefront of your

• Risk Assessments

strategy, you not only protect your physical assets, but also your employees,

• Security Consulting

customers and strategic business information.

• Undercover Operations
Corporate Investigations
Our experts establish the facts to determine cause, identify wrongdoing
and curtail and recover losses to protect your bottom line and brand integrity.
We work closely with executives, senior management and legal counsel to
evaluate each situation, pinpoint objectives and develop a strategy. This enables
us to identify information, sources and loss responsibility while gathering
evidence to support civil, criminal or regulatory action.
Executive Protection
In today’s world, executives, dignitaries, high-profile individuals and their families
are at an increased risk of assault, kidnapping and other threats. G4S has the
global expertise to minimize risk while maintaining a daily routine. Our experts
come from the military, law enforcement and private sector. They are held to
the highest standards and have skills honed through extensive training and
real-world experience.

COMPLIANCE
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Information Protection & Intellectual Property
Illicit activities siphon profits and erode the integrity of organizations. G4S
identifies business risks and implements solutions to prevent losses and maintain
the integrity of your information, brand, reputation and intellectual property rights.

From integration
comes optimization.

G4S brings your systems together. We design,
construct and maintain stand-alone and integrated
security systems and communication networks.
A trusted partner to customers and suppliers,
G4S takes great pride in delivering outstanding
expertise and superior service. Our knowledge of
a wide range of technologies, products and systems
provides cost-effective, reliable and scalable solutions.

G4S designs and delivers

Successful collaboration leads to results

cutting-edge solutions:

G4S is known in the industry for our proven experience as an

• Communication Networks

established, large-scale systems integrator providing security and

• Electronic Security

communication solutions. We collaborate with you to effectively mitigate risk

• Monitoring Services

and maximize return on investment.

• Systems Integration
• Video Surveillance

Our high standards lead the way
G4S partners with you to establish security standards and exceed compliance
regulations. We provide commercial, industrial and government customers with
a single source of expertise, and specialize in a variety of vertical markets.
We go beyond systems integration
Our security integration team customizes layered security solutions to meet
your specific needs and requirements. We have experience in a wide range of
technology, products and systems that we combine with our strict attention to
design detail. We back our engineering, technical and management expertise
with dependable maintenance support and training to create cutting-edge,
reliable solutions.
It all starts with exceptional people
From development and design through installation and ongoing maintenance,
we are a true partner, creating sustainable solutions that exceed expectations

SYSTEMS
INTEGRATION

both now, and for many years to come.

AMAG Technology’s Symmetry Security Management
™

Because the state
of our world
calls for
state-of-the-art
electronic security.

System brings leading technology solutions for the
design, deployment and maintenance of stand-alone
or integrated electronic security systems. We provide
intelligent, networked solutions to manage access, video
and security challenges for organizations of all sizes,
both in the US and across the world.

AMAG Technology provides

Our scalable solutions are cost-efficient

a number of products and solutions:

We earned our reputation in the market for our Symmetry access

• Access Control

control platform, and today we are known for building complete,

• Credential Authentication

end-to-end solutions for our customers that meet all their system needs. We

• Geospatial Incident Mapping

deliver identity management, alarm handling, visitor management, video

• Incident Management

management, mobile applications and policy-based solutions for industry-specific

• Site Profile Management

reporting and compliance.

• Video & Video Management
• Visitor Management

Our customers know we offer many advantages
While we maintain our independent relationship, we can draw upon the global
resources available from G4S to enhance our service offerings. Our experienced,
professional team provides exceptional customer service for clients in the US
and around the world..
Our platform lets you grow to meet your changing needs
Symmetry is flexible, cost-effective and easy to use, making it the perfect choice
for organizations of any size. Our open integrations to third-party products for
audio, fault tolerant applications, HR reporting, a wide range of HD cameras,
biometrics and much more allow for a complete, scalable solution. With
Symmetry, your system can start small and grow seamlessly to meet the needs
of your organization, so that you can meet industry compliance requirements
while keeping your premises secure and your people safe.

AMAG
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G4S security officers create significant value for

Respond.
Report.
Protect.
Prevent.

customers through our people, account management,
software and innovative programs. Whether your
location involves extensive customer interaction
or significant security challenges, we have the
right personnel for the job.

G4S provides several types of

We employ the best of the best

security officers to meet your needs:

G4S security officers are carefully screened, background checked

• Bank Protection Officer

and recruited according to qualifications, experience and disposition.

• Custom Protection Officer

We understand that the foundation of a security program’s success is the quality

• Property Resource Officer

and performance of the assigned personnel.

• Upscale Security Officer

G4S was the first company to introduce experience-based officer programs to
give customers the flexibility to select the right officers to meet their individual
security and customer-service requirements. We offer a variety of programs to
meet your needs, including our elite Custom Protection Officers,® who must
have either military or law enforcement experience or a criminal justice degree.
Account management you can count on
Backed by global resources, our extensive network of local and regional offices
across the US brings unmatched security expertise and management right to
your doorstep.
Smarter security programs with G4S software
Our security program uses the latest technology to increase security officers’
efficiency. We designed Secure Trax,® our mobile officer-management platform,
that allows you to see where and what your officers are doing at all times.
SecureTrax also provides customized safety and facility inspections, real-time

SECURITY
OFFICERS

incident reporting and much more.
G4S also offers RISK 360,™ a software platform that provides customizable incident
management and analytics. Developed by G4S in collaboration with customers
who wanted a better way to expose and mitigate risk, RISK360 helps reduce costs
and improve business performance.
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800-927-0456

855-447-8721

800-889-9138
www.AMAG.com

855-622-5544

To learn more about our services, please visit g4s.us.

